Presentation

This class enables the students to integrate the knowledge acquired through the different fourth-year lectures and to reinforce their command of the methodology for writing law essays and for designing essay plans.

Recommended Prerequisite(s)

Thorough knowledge of the ins and outs of the Fifth Republic’s institutions and of the organization of the French administration.

In brief

- **ECTS credits**: 5.0
- **Number of hours**: 36.0
- **Teaching term**: Annual
- **Teaching activity**: Method seminar
- **Year**: Fourth year
- **Validation**: Continuous assessment

Contacts

- **Responsible(s)**
  - Gaudin Anne
  - a.gaudin@sciencespobordeaux.fr
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Formule pédagogique

This method conference places special emphasis on various types of oral activities (presentations, editorials or other) and debates. Written work (trial run, detailed plans or other) makes it possible to assess and improve one’s command of the material and methodology.